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Fig 1. Hawryluk, L 2017 Littoral rainforest remnant [photograph], collection of the author.

Blue berries
Pearl sized, compact. Faded at the base.
On a stalk so tender it hurts.
Spider fingers support their weight
with frail limbs like old lady arms
grasping at air in palliative wards.
Fearing death’s reach as it comes to them
when night falls.
I bring blue berries to your bedside
press them into your fading hands
your veins like spider-webs
sending thin streams of blood ever outwards.
Their flesh meets yours and splits open
bleeding arterial spray.
Siphoning life from the inside out
connecting you to country again.
Your tired eyes like blue berries
blink back the memory of home.
And a flicker of life shines bright just once
then fades and goes out for good.
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Research statement

Research background
‘Blue berries’ is informed by research into Australian coastal Gothic writing (Tondorf 2016).
Gothic narratives typically focus on ‘horror, uncertainty and desperation of the human
experience’ (Turcotte 1998: 10), and the experience of dying is among these. Found only in
sub-tropical coastal areas, quondong berries represent the transition between life and death,
acknowledging the regenerative nature of quondong trees and their Indigenous Australian use
as traditional medicine (JCU 2017).

Research contribution
Australian coastal Gothic writing continues the tradition of colonial narratives focused on
hostile landscapes (Steele 2010). The image of quondong berries lying in a bed of littoral
remnant rainforest in the Northern Rivers evokes the appearance of an elderly person’s eyes as
they enter the liminal space between life and death. This evocation occurs as ‘photographic
ekphrasis’ (Barry 2002: 155), inspired by fungi found at the base of a quondong tree.

Research significance
‘Blue berries’ contributes to an emerging body of Australian coastal Gothic writing. The poem
was read at the 2017 Writing the Australian Beach symposium (CQU Noosa) and projected
onto a two-storey artspace within SCU’s Library foyer during Research Week (both August
2017).
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